


THE DRAGON GROUP
COMPANY PROFILE

Dragon provides regular liner service that connects worldwide destinations to the Caspian Region. Our activities are mainly focused on shipping and 
land transportation combined with supporting services. Over the years, a team of professionals with vast experience has been formed to provide 
tailor-made solutions to meet the requirements of our clients . You may benefit from our flat rates for your part cargoes. Our dedication is your 
assurance. 

MISSION STATEMENT

Customer Satisfaction
Dragon Transport Solutions team is focused on achieving your complete satisfaction. Your requirements are analysed by understanding your scope, 
operating procedures and objectives thus the optimum solution is tailored to corrrespond to your needs . Our aim is to become your exclusive 
solution partner.

Developing a Transport Gateway
Our major activities are mainly based on developing a major Transport Gateway by participating national and international studies to this effect. 
Development and rehabilitation of ports, land routes , railways and inner waterways are salient parts of this activity/engagement.

Reliable Responses with Unique Solutions
At Dragon Transport Solutions, it is our obligation to provide our clients with the most advanced high quality solutions. We create the difference by 
our punctuality and coping with restrictions. Security, safety, control and thus our immaculate reputation come before material gains.  

Quality Networking
Consisting of carefully selected professionals, our team, remote staff and representatives are deployed all over on the key regions of our network.  
This is the foundation of our service quality.



INDUSTRIES



OIL & GAS
Dragon has a long history of service to the oil and gas industry. Spanning the world from the fields of the Middle East and Caspian, Dragon has what it takes 
to meet the growing global demand for oil and natural gas projects. We have the proven expertise to perform in all facets of the industry in getting material 
and equipment  to the most remote locations throughout  the globe. Our power and the vessels that we operate provides our customers with the right ship 
to meet the unique requirements of the job at hand. We, as Dragon, have demonstrated our commitment and ability to exceed customer’s expectations for 
reliable and safe carriage of their cargo. We offer the Oil and Gas Industry superior choices in the handling of heavy lift and over-dimensional project shipments 
anywhere in the World.  As the global demand for effective and reliable ocean transportation increases, Dragon offers efficient and quality solutions for the 
challenges that lay ahead. By anticipating global market trends and frequent communication with our valued customers, we are well equipped to surpass our 
customers’ needs and expectations.
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ENERGY
As the world searches for alternative methods of generating electricity, wind power has become an effective and increasingly popular 
choice. Wind energy is plentiful, renewable, clean and reduces greenhouse emissions when it displaces fossil-fuel derived electricity. 
Globally, wind power generation has increased more than fivefold between 2000 and 2006. DRAGON  is proud to play a modal in the 
carriage and handling of project cargoes such as transformers, wind turbine power as it continues to grow in popularity and is embraced 
by governments and energy companies worldwide. 
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PETROCHEMICAL
Petro-Chemical logistics are very complicated and not only involve  the movement  and delivery of goods  but also 
the safety and the quality of the carriers that move their shipments under international rules and regulation. We, as 
Dragon Transport Solutions, providing  high-end service   to our customers for over 10 years. 
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CONSTRUCTION
Our first aim to take a complex project and make it simple for our clients. Our service provide everything from security and access control, 
through to traffic, waste and delivery management, material distribution,  temporary services and pre-construction logistics planning. With 
the  Logic mind  service, the materials of different  suppliers are delivered to the site in combined transports in a controlled and cost-
effective manner.
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STEEL
Dragon Transport Solutions provide a quality assured range of Steel Transport Services, which are supplied for different industries 
such as steel, iron and other. Our services are ideal for the transmission of steel products in a safe and efficient manner and we 
deliver the products always in safe and  sound conditions. 
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MINING
Economic globalization has resulted in an increasingly high demand for mined resources such as copper, coal and other precious metals. 
With the increase in mining, pressure from the public over ecological issues and meeting environmental codes has become a priority. 



SHIPPING



ANTWERP

HAMBURG
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CONSTANTA

HAYDARPASA BAKU TURKMENBASHI

AKTAU

ATYRAU
ASTRAKHAN

RAVENNA

WHERE WE OPERATE
Dragon is expertised on giving sea freight services regularly to the countries of 
 Caspian  such as Turkmenistan, Azarbaijan, Kazakhistan, Russia, Iran and is the 
leader line operator in the region.  8 months a year  (between April and Novem-
ber), every week Dragon provides regular complete or partial sea freight servic-
es  from ports in Marmara Sea to ports in Caspian Sea such as Turkmenbashi, 
Aktau, Baku, Bandar Anzali. 

Dragon has been founded on the basis of Caspian’s fixed price standards. This 
model that is used specially on partial shipments, with the reflection of econo-
my of scale to the freight charges, creates an advantage to our clients who have 
trade business in the region. Dragon manages to keep its leadership on this 
line by giving regular and stable service, providing minimum deviation ratio in 
promised transit period and with the experienced team employed in the line’s 
service units. Our forming of the fleet according to demands, increases our 
maneuver capabilities and by adapting easily to market conditions, supplies our 
customers with flexible and competitive solutions.Today, Dragon is in coopera-
tion with the global transporting industrial, construction and energy companies  
who are brands in the world. Dragon has become a cognoscible name with its 
service throughout the Caspian Region.



LINER SERVICES
Dragon Transport Solutions is giving sea freight services regularly to the Cas-
pian Ports and is the leader line operator in the region  8 months a year (be-
tween April and November). Every week there are regular complete or partial 
sea freight services  from ports in Marmara to ports in Caspian (Turkmenbashi, 
Aktau, Baku, Bandar Anzali).  

DRAGON  manages to keep its leadership on this line by giving regular and 
stable service, providing minimum deviation ratio in promised transit period 
and with the experienced team employed in the line’s service units. Our form-
ing of the fleet according to demands, increases our maneuver capabilities 
and by adapting easily to market conditions, supplies our customers with flex-
ible and competitive solutions.Today, DRAGON  is in co-operation with the 
global transporting industrial, construction and energy companies  who are 
brands in the world. DRAGON has become a cognisable name with its service 
throughout  the Caspian Region.
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CHARTERING
 
Our chartering company shows an impressive track record of fixtures, espe-
cially in highly valued project cargoes,  as from companies’ commercial es-
tablishment In every step of the fixture, from commencing negotiations to 
signing the charter party, we make sure that this is the right cargo, the right 
vessel, the right freight or hire for our partners and clients.

Our expertise and experience combined with our location makes us one of 
the leading chartering firms when it comes to fixing any cargo or any vessel 
anywhere  especially  in the Caspian Sea, Marmara Sea, Mediterranean Sea 
and the Black Sea areas where special trade knowledge is absolutely neces-
sary.  Additionally, we fix handy sizes and supramax bulkers on a worldwide 
basis.

We differ ourselves from the average chartering desk broker dealing with 
market figures and the standard terms and clauses of the charter party forms.  
We possess an in depth knowledge of  ships and cargoes and this knowledge 
is essential in chartering as it makes sure that the right contract is drawn, the 
terms and clauses of the charter party reflect on the cargo and the vessel ac-
curately.  Equally important we use this knowledge when necessary to follow 
up with loading and discharging procedures, formalities and the sudden and 
out of office hours incident.
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RIVER TRANSPORT
Dragon Transport Solutions offers services in transportation on inner water-
ways. The rivers transportation takes place are Volga, Don, Neva and Kama. 
From these rivers the destinations can reach Siberia, Middle Russia and Caspi-
an. The rivers also make it possible to transport between Baltic Sea and Black 
Sea. These transportations are carried out with 15 different  types of ships 
changing between 1700 – 4000 dwt and as long as the natural conditions 
enables river transportation Dragon Transport Solutions offers these services 
at least 8 months a year. 

Related inner waterways can be accessed from Mediterranean,  Baltic, Con-
tinent, Black Sea, Marmara and Caspian seas. Dragon Transport Solutions 
provides many advantages to its clients by its services on inner waterways, es-
pecially when land or railway transport is costly or the commodities needs to 
be transported have physical restirictions to be transported by land. Dragon’s 
team of professionals posesses all the experience and the equipment needed 
to carry out  the river transportation projects.
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BARGE SERVICES
Dragon provides barge services for rivers and connected ports and specially in inner 
waterways. According to the project, Dragon can administer the barge chartering or the 
operation. Barge services are carried out as support for heavy lift operations or direct 
transportation vehicle, as storing or lifting support equipment, as logistic equipment for 
where there is unsufficient infrastructure or superstructure in inner waterways or seas. 
Apart from these, pipe laying, seismic equipment montage, equipment montage for 
petrol and gas projects, sealant for ports and sea, lifting sunken, underwater transport 
projects, submarine projects are carried out with 2 barges which Dragon is one of the 
owning partners.

The present business is focused on 4 main areas:

Time charter of tugs, barges and Ice breakers for operations in the Caspian Sea. 
Mob and Demob of Oil service related vessels to and from the Caspian Sea. Moving 
outsize items by barges and towing of floating units using own equipment to Caspian 
including Baku. Voyage charter of tug / barge combinations for Caspian, River, Black 
Sea, Mediterranean and Baltic operations. Further long terms business includes the 
towing of oil rig supply, geophysical, anchor handling vessels and semi-sub oil rigs 
between the Black and Baltic seas to and from the Caspian as part of the mobilisation 
and demobilisation of the units for the expanding oil exploration and development in 
the region.
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PORT 
OPERATIONS
Dragon has a Professional team for Port operations. Especially experienced  
for the operations that take place in ports that are not fully equipped, 
involving  any external crane or work machine procurement, skilled worker 
procurement and management, storage services, goods tallying, supervising 
services in international standards,tracking and redirecting of land transport 
vehicles, management of complicated shipment’s port operations, Allowances 
and management of limbo operations, agency services, shipping and cargo 
planning services, transit custom clearances and planning and managing of 
transmission operations.

Dragon, in all port operations bases its operations on the principle of 
perfectly handling and securing the cargo. All cargo securing operations 
perfectly taken under monitoring  with a Professional team consisting of 
port captains.  With Meticulous planing that is done before the shipping, 
for shipping according to the nature of the shipment and its transportation 
to the final destination in safety, every service and equipment is supplied 
beforehand. All the equipments that are used in cargo securing operations 
are internationally valid and certificated and the plans for cargo securing are 
made due to international standards and scientific norms.
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FREIGHT 
FORWARDING



PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT
Global project logistics is a powerful and complex business. It requires 
planning and well preparing for the known and managing the unforeseen. 
To achieve sustainable success in the project logistics, world requires a 
company to have people with a depth and breadth of skills, experience 
and an organisation with the ability to manage and assist them effectively. 
Identifying the challenges and the risks requires experience and expertise, 
and putting solutions in place requires organisation and determination. 
Achieving this around the world is what Dragon does as from the beginning 
since today. Dragon’s projects get delivered on time and on budget around 
the world. Solutions well prepared  by Dragon’s skilled and experienced 
personnel.
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ROAD FREIGHT
Dragon provides  a complete range of inland transportation services including 
full and partial truckload transportation, heavy haul, over-dimensional  
and out-of-gauge trucking services. Dragon’s road transportation team 
is comprised of experienced transportation professionals dedicated to 
providing customised solutions with 24-hour service, 7 days a week.  
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MULTIMODAL   
TRANSPORT  
 
Dragon, offer services that combine sea freight and land transportation 
methods (land transport- railway transport) for tansportations that require this 
multimodal transport service due to geographical restrictions.  This service 
is primarily for CIS countries, especially to the  countries without ports, for 
more affordable transportation services in a competitive manner.  Dragon 
offers multimodal transport services for both conventional and container 
ways of transportation. In our transportation we offer this service transport 
sometimes with 2 modes of transport (Sea+Land, Sea+Railway), sometimes 
with 3 modes of transport ( Sea+Railway+Land). Dragon indicates and offers 
most appropriate and economic  multimodal transport method according 
to the shipment’s type and volume. Dragon accompanies all transmission 
operations within a multimodal transport Project with its Professional team.
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HEAVYLIFT
Dragon is creating seafreight and multimodal transport services for all heavy 
and anormal equipments that are not suitable for genaral transporting stand-
ards. These operations are carried out by world’s finest heavy lift operators 
and equipment owners.All Heavy lift operations are sketched and turned 
into a Project by Dragon and operation period is managed by its own team.  
Specially, we use our knowledge and experience in cases where it is impossi-
ble to transport by sea and we produce best solutions for our customers. All 
heavy lift operations are carried out with all kinds of legal allowances and all 
requirements fullfilled accordingly fort he transport route related. We trans-
port boats, energy and petrol plant parts, military vehicles, sea and marine 
equipments and industrial parts as heavy lift operations.
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CONTAINER 
TRANSPORT
Dragon offers container services worldwide.  Container transport operations 
are carried out according to competitive price, fast flow of information and 
in time deliveries, strategies with the support of strong agencies in related 
countries. Apart from solely port to port container operations, we enrich our 
services by adding services like; combinations of land or railway transport 
for SOC or COC containers, intermodal transportation services, flat rack 
transportation services.
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REFERENCES
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Project Name and Country:  Ethane Cracker and PE/PP Plant - Turkmenistan
Client:  Hyundai Engineering / Turkmengas
Year:   2016
Volume:   13,000 fton
Max Uw:   91 ton

Project Name and Country:   Ammonia Urea Complex Project - Azerbeijan 
Client:   Socar
Year:   2016
Volume:   12,000 fton
Max Uw:   162 ton
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Project Name and Country:   Upper Zakkum Island Oil Field - UAE 
Client:   Zadco
Year:  2015
Volume:   150,000 fton
Max Uw:   20 ton

Project Name and Country:  Atyrau Refinery - Kazakhstan 
Client:   Marubeni
Year:   2014
Volume:   20,000 fton
Max Uw:   158 ton
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Project Name and Country:  Fertilizer Plant - Russia
Client:   Cargill
Year:   2014
Volume:   15,000 fton
Max Uw:   138 ton
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Project Name and Country: PP / PE Plant - Azerbaijan
Client:   Socar
Year:   2014
Volume:   30,000 fton
Max Uw:   58 ton
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Project Name and Country:   New Turkmenbashi Port Construction - Turkmenistan 
Client:   Jandenul 
Year:   2013
Volume:   14,000 fton
Max Uw:   248 ton
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Project Name and Country:  Oil Rig - Turkmenistan
Client:   Sakson Energy
Year:   2013
Volume:   9,000 fton
Max Uw:   78 ton
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Project Name and Country: Ammonia  Urea Plant - Turkmenistan
Client:   Kawasaki Heavy Industries / Turkmenhimya 
Year:   2012-2014
Volume:   135,000 fton
Max Uw:   248 ton

Project Name and Country:  Kashagan Oil Field - Kazakhstan
Client:   Saipem
Year:   2012
Volume:   20,000 fton
Max Lenght:  80 ton 
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Project Name and Country: TONE Project – Turkmenistan 
Client:   Hyundai Engineering / Turkmengas 
Year:   2010-2011
Volume:   60,000 fton 
Max Uw:   566 ton 

Project Name and Country: Cement Factory - Turkmenistan
Client:   Polimeks Contruction Co.
Year:   2009
Volume:   30,000 fton
Max Uw:   80 ton



ISTANBUL HEAD OFFICE
Icerenkoy Mah. Degirmenyolu Cad. 
Cetinkaya Sok. Prestij Plaza.
No:28 2/2 Atasehir, Istanbul – TURKEY
P: +90 850 770 0040
E: info@dragon-ts.com



www.dragon-ts.com


